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Fill in this form completely for completely for each tape. In the first column record the 
counter on the tape. In the second column describe the contents being discussed. 

Tape# Description of subject discussed 
008 General outline oflife up to 1950 
019 Airforce 
024 Training 
037 Thought and feelings when first entered the war 
044 Opinion why fighting in Korea 
053 What did communism mean to you 
064 Opinion of the enemy 
071 Opinion of South Koreans and other allies 
077 Opinion of leaders- Truman, MacArthur 
085 Justified in firing MacArthur? 
095 Did favor Atomic bombs? 
099 Telephone 
100 Favor atomic bombs in Korea? 
109 Realize the effects of atomic bombs? 
115 Did they go over it in training? 
121 Fear war would lead to WWIII with the USSR? 
127 War shot in arm for US 
131 Should we have crossed the 38th parallel? 
139 Reference to MacArthur 
142 US morale in last year of the war 
151 How you were received when you returned home 
163 Feelings how media covered the war 
172 Did civilians have an accurate picture of the war 
186 Sense of "home front" which supported fighting 
195 Aware of executions of Korean civilians? 
205 Feelings different after the war than in the beginning? 
214 Do you still keep in touch with the men you served with? 
222 Did you receive benefits from being a veteran? 
230 Did war impact your life? 
244 Military commitment to S. Korea worth it in the end? 
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256 Bomb testing 
261 Stationed in Nevada in '58 and saw the last blast 
267 Stationed in island 
277 Were civilians scared of the bombs, war, etc. 
288 WWII spotters 
295 Korean War not much spotters 
307 Service not really a place you want to go 
330 Placed personnel around where blast was 
350 Trips to Bikini; a hot island 


